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FEATURES AND BENEFITS  •  INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

«Universal by Design— Mounting brackets 
featured on many mounts are designed with multiple
holes to fit virtually any LCD or plasma TV

«Roll Control — Allows mount to rotate to
left or right, ensuring your TV is perfectly
level, even after hanging

« Product Warranty— All Sanus 
products are covered by a limited warranty.
Visit www.sanus.com for details.

« Virtual Axis™3D — Available with MF202, MF203,
MF209, MF215 and MC1A, this patented technology
allows the mount and TV to move easily in every
direction possible with totally fluid motion

« Lateral Shift— Allows horizontal movement 
of mounting brackets on wall plate for perfect 
TV placement, even with off-center studs

« Cable Management — Wires and cables are easily
routed, keeping them concealed and organized

«UL Listing — A nationally recognized safety
standard listing granted to all Sanus mounts after
rigorous weight capacity and angle hanging tests
by Underwriters Laboratories Inc.®

«Adjustment Knobs — Available on tilting and 
full-motion mounts to enable your TV to tilt and
swivel easily while maintaining the perfect 
viewing angle, all without the use of tools

«Easy Installation— Complete in just minutes
1. Attach plate to wall    
2. Attach brackets to TV     
3. Hang TV on wall plate

« Corner Mounting— Select mounts can be
positioned in a corner to save space, offering 
a large range of motion for easy viewing from
anywhere in a room

« Virtual Axis™— A patented technology that
allows smooth, effortless tilting motion. And
because it balances the TV’s weight on itself, you
can move it with the gentle touch of a finger

CHOOSING THE RIGHT MOUNT

VisionMount
®

model VMPL50b and Woodbrook 
AV Foundations

™
model WFAV44mo in use

CHOOSE SIZE*

SMALL
Generally used with LCD TVs up
to 23". Most small Sanus mounts
support up to 30 lbs. and fit TVs
with VESA-standard mounting
holes on back spaced (mm) 100
x100 or 75x75.

MEDIUM
Generally used with LCD 
TVs 23"to 40". Most medium
Sanus mounts support up to 
80 lbs. and fit TVs with VESA-
standard mounting holes on
back spaced (mm) 200x200,
200x100 or 100x100.

LARGE
Generally used with PLASMA
and LCD TVs up to 50". Most
large Sanus mounts support
up to 130 lbs. and fit random
hole patterns on back of TV.

EXTRA LARGE
Generally for PLASMA and
LCD TVs 42" and up. Most
extra-large Sanus mounts
support up to 175 lbs. and 
fit random hole patterns 
on back of TV.

CHOOSE TYPE

FULL MOTION
Extend, retract, tilt and swivel your TV for perfect
viewing from anywhere in the room. Great for corner
placement—saves space while still offering a large
range of motion. Reposition as often as desired with
smooth, effortless motion.

TILTING
Tilt up and down for better viewing
from the sofa, bed or even the floor.
Also usefulfor eliminating glare.

LOW PROFILE
Mount flush to the wall to
maximize the sleek, thin
look of the TV.

*Some Sanus mounts vary from details above. Also, each TV has unique characteristics. Visit www.sanus.com
and click onMOUNTFINDER™to choose a brand and model of TV to verify compatible Sanus mounts.

« AUTOMATED MOUNT
Fully automated tilt, swivel and extend movements 
at the touch of a button for perfect viewing angles any-
where in a room—universal remote control included.

« PULL-OUT CABINET MOUNT
Extend and retract TV from cabinets and
armoires for better viewing. Can be used with
a variety of low-profile or tilting mounts. 

« UNDER-CABINET MOUNT
Under-cabinet mounts tilt and swivel in all directions
for multiple viewing angles and conveniently tuck
under a cabinet when not in use. 

« DESK MOUNTS
A great space-saver that offers increased 
freedom of movement. Attach without tools to 
desks up to 3" thick to cleverly hide hardware.

ALSO AVAILABLE:SPECIALTY MOUNTS

« CEILINGMOUNTS
Tilt and swivel TV in all directions for easy viewing
from anywhere in the room. Great as a space-
saver or when wall mounting is not an option.

«SmoothLock™ — A tilt and swivel system that uses
revolutionary tapered bearings to provide strong, smooth
pivoting without sagging or readjustment. Tilt your TV
or monitor and it stays put, without the use of tools


